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1. Preludes of the research and the identification of the problem 

 

Magda Szabó’s prose is not one of the well-researched themes—only 

few studies examine expansively the narrative and poetic characteristics 

of her literary works. It is especially true in the case of her early novels 

that published in the 1960s, which are still in a marginalized position 

within the reception. It has caused by the fact that the reception 

considers her first two novels (Fresco, 1958; The Fawn, 1959) as 

masterpieces, while the 1960s novels considered lesser valuable and 

because of that, the researchers examine(d) them very rarely if at all.  

My choice of subject based on my conviction that —among other 

things— because of their narrative complexity, these novels are worth 

examining. As I examined a very productive author period, it was 

necessary to work out a selection point, so I decided to analyse those 

novels that the reception considers —in the regard of their narrative 

techniques— as the copies of Magda Szabó’s first two novels, and have 

different characteristics in form. Therefore I chose The Night of the 

Pigkilling, The Danaide, Moses One, Twenty-two and Katalin Street. I 

also examined Fresco and The Fawn as well, as they are also among of 

the author’s early novels and they require further narrative analysis. 

 I chose the narrative approach, because I am concerned that the study 

of the narrative techniques of the chosen novels is essential to the future 

examination of Magda Szabó’s novels, because the narrative text is the 

base of every interpretation and because the Hungarian reception is 

imperfect from this aspect. 



The purposes of my dissertation were: (1) to point out that the 

contemporary reception based on rather ideological than aesthetical 

points, and how the critics’ opinions became fixed points in the 

reception and affect the current judgement of the author’s novels, and 

(2) to prove the narrative complexity of the author’s early novels. 

 

2. Structure and Methods 

 

My dissertation is divided into two parts. In part one, I wrote the 

reception of Magda Szabó’s early novels, because according to my 

hypotesis, the contemporary critics dealt with the narrative and poetic 

characteristics of these novels according to the expectations of the 

Marxist aesthetic and they narrowed the field of interpretation of these 

works, and dealt superficially with the narrative methods of these 

novels. 

I gave a short introduction to the points of the Marxist aesthetic, 

which determined the literary context at this time. During the 

presentation of the Magda Szabó reception, I did not simply endeavour 

to give the summary of the critics, reviews or essays of the chosen 

novels, but I pointed out their incompletion, errors and superficial 

interpretations. 

Because it is impossible to understand the reception of Magda 

Szabó’s early novels without knowing the reception of her first two 

novels, I expanded the examination with the critical articles of these 

novels as well.  



In part two, I analysed the texts of the author’s early novels. 

During the examination of the narrative characteristics of the chosen 

novels, my main analysing points were (1) the question of the voice, (2) 

focalization and (3) order of time. The most important base of my 

examinations was Gérard Genette’s narrative theory, in which he 

divided the three categories (time, mode, voice) of the narrative text and 

drew up his theory of focalization. I also applied Mieke Bal’s new and 

useful points (the frequency of focalization, the function of the 

diminution/expansion of characters’ perspective, the perceptibility of the 

narrative informations etc.) during the examinations of the texts. 

During the examination of the voice, I dealt mainly with the 

characteristics, functions and tipologization of the interior monologue 

with the aid of Dorrit Cohn’s Transparent Minds. The theoretical base 

of the analysation of the order of time and focalization was Gérard 

Genette’s Narrative Discourses. 

Because Magda Szabó’s characters struggle with their fragmented 

identity, the examination of the narrative identity (in the sense of Paul 

Ricœur) was also an important analysation point. Because this kind of 

identity comes of in existence through the context of the remembrance, I 

studied the characteristics of the remembrative techniques of the novels, 

and beside them, I also applied other methods of interpretations (for 

example the points of myth critique or corporeal narratology). 

  



 

3. Achievements 

 

During the examination of the reception of the author’s 1960s novels, I 

pointed out a critical tendency, that wanted to consider these novels as 

popular literature books, wherein Magda Szabó made aesthetical and 

political concessions. The critics stated, that Magda Szabó’s further 

novels did not deal much with the topics (society, progression, 

communist values, etc.) of the socialist realism, which was expected 

from the writers at his time, furthermore they did not share the same 

values with the writer’s first two novels, and were written by entertain 

purposes. It became clear, that nowadays Hungarian literary criticism 

takes over this attitude without the considering of the (literary) context 

—and the fact, that the critics of Magda Szabó’s novels rather had 

ideological, than aesthetic objections— and without the re-reading of the 

novels.  

The narrative analyses prove that Magda Szabó’s novels should not 

be considered as popular literature books, because their narrative and 

poetic techniques are various and complex. The narrative techniques 

establish complex time dimensions in the texts of the novels and the 

depiction of the characters’ mental language (the quotation of the 

thoughts, the taking over of the mental language and the using of the 

monologue forms) are always in accordance with the characters’ 

personality, and their usement do have narrative functions (suspension, 

opposition of thoughts, controlling of narrative informations). It is the 

reader’s task to summarize the connection between the characters, to put 



the informations together that come from the characters’ perspective and 

—because of the open-endings— to create the future of the characters, 

which need concentration from the reader and these are not the 

characteristics of the popular literature books. The achievements of the 

dissertation show us that Magda Szabó’s 1960s novels are worth 

examining —beside the analysing points of this dissertation— from 

other directions of interpretation, as the analysing of these texts is 

crucial for summing up the narrative and poetical characteristics of her 

novels and for placing them in the Hungarian literature history. 
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